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Abstract
Distribution shift can have fundamental consequences
such as signaling a change in the operating environment
or significantly reducing the accuracy of downstream models. Thus, understanding such distribution shifts is critical
for examining and hopefully mitigating the effect of such
a shift. Most prior work has focused on either natively
handling distribution shift (e.g., Domain Generalization) or
merely detecting a shift while assuming any detected shift
can be understood and handled appropriately by a human
operator. For the latter, we hope to aid in these manual
mitigation tasks by explaining the distribution shift to an
operator. To this end, we suggest two methods: providing a
set of interpretable mappings from the original distribution
to the shifted one or providing a set of distributional counterfactual examples. We provide preliminary experiments
on these two methods, and discuss important concepts and
challenges for moving towards a better understanding of
image-based distribution shifts.

However, due to the complexity of image-based shifts, this
approach can be uninterpretable or even misleading to an
operator (e.g., the left parts of Figure 1 and Figure 2).
Therefore, we propose two preliminary methods for explaining image-based distribution shifts and discuss open
challenges. The first is a novel framework which provides
an operator with interpretable mappings which shows how
latent features have changed or how latent groups have
shifted between the distributions. The second approach
is similar to that of unpaired Image-to-Image Translation
(I2I) [14] such as CycleGAN [24], and explains the shift to
the operator as pairs of a real example and its corresponding
counterfactual example. These counterfactuals are generated by mapping samples from one domain to the other domain such that the distributions become indistinguishable.
We summarize our contributions as follows:
• We introduce high-dimensional interpretable transport
maps for explaining image-based shifts if an interpretable latent space is known.
• We also leverage prior I2I work to explain image-based
distribution shifts via counterfactual examples if an interpretable latent space is unavailable.

1. Introduction
Most real-world environments are constantly changing
and understanding how a specific operating environment
has changed is crucial to making decisions respective to
such a change. Such a change might be a new data distribution seen in deployment which causes a machine learning
model to begin to fail. When these changes are encountered,
the burden is often placed on a human operator to investigate the shift and determine the appropriate reaction, if any,
that needs to be taken. In this work, our goal is to aid these
operators by providing an explanation of such a change.
This ubiquitous phenomena of having a difference between related distributions is known as distribution shift.
Much prior work focuses on detecting distribution shifts;
however, there is little prior work on understanding or characterizing a detected distribution shift. A naïve baseline in
analyzing an image-based distribution shift is to compare a
grid of samples from the original, i.e., source, distribution
to a grid of samples from the new, i.e., target, distribution.

• We provide preliminary results and interpretations.
• We discuss open questions for explaining image-based
distribution shifts.

2. Explaining Image Distribution Shifts via
Transportation Maps
The underlying assumption of distribution shift is that
there exists a relationship between the source and target distributions. From a distributional standpoint, we can view
distribution shift as a movement, or transportation, of samples from the source distribution Psrc to the target distribution Ptgt . Thus, we can capture this relationship between
the distributions via a transport map T from the source distribution to the target, i.e., if x ∼ Psrc , then T (x) ∼ Ptgt .
Additionally, if an interpretable representation of the map
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T can be formed, this representation can be provided to an
operator to aid in understanding and reacting to shifts more
effectively. However, an interpretable representation likely
requires interpretable (latent) features, which may not be
available for some image domains. In this case, we can represent the map by merely showing pairs of inputs x and
“counterfactual” outputs T (x). Therefore, we define a shift
explanation to be: a (possibly interpretable) transport map
T that maps a source distribution Psrc onto a target distribution Ptgt such that T♯ Psrc ≈ Ptgt .

transported image to an operator. With this, we can define
our set of highndimensional interpretable

 transport maps:
o
−1
Ωhigh-dim :=
T :T =g
T̃ (g(x)) , T̃ ∈ Ω, g ∈ I
where Ω a the set of interpretable mappings and I is the
set of (pseudo-)invertible functions with a interpretable (i.e.,
semantically meaningful) latent space. Given an interpretable g ∈ I, we define our problem as:

2.1. Interpretable Transportation Maps

(2)
which results in an interpretable map T̃ which approximately shows how images from Psrc shifted to Ptgt in a
semantically meaningful way (e.g., how the H&E staining
in histopathology images changes across hospitals).

In order to find such a mapping between distributions,
it is natural to look to Optimal Transport (OT) due to it
allowing for a rich geometric structure on the space of
distributions and having extensive prior work in this field
[1, 5, 15, 21]. An OT mapping is originally defined by
Monge [15, 22] as a method of aligning two distributions in
a minimal cost way given a transport cost function c. To find
interpretable transport maps, we build upon the OT framework by restricting the candidate transport maps to belong
to a set of user-defined interpretable mappings Ω. Additionally we use a Lagrangian relaxation on the full alignment
constraint seen in OT, giving us an Interpretable Transport
mapping TIT :
  \label {eq:Interpretable-Transport} \TIT \coloneqq \argmin _{T \in \IntSet } ~ \E _{\sourceD } \left [ c ( \xvec , T(\xvec ) ) \right ] + \lambda ~ \phi (P_{\T (\xvec )}, \targetD ) 
(1)
where ϕ(·, ·) is a divergence function, which, unless otherwise stated, is assumed to be the squared Wasserstein-2
metric, W22 .
An example of an set of interpretable mappings Ω is
k-cluster mappings. Where given a k ∈ {1, . . . , d} we
define k-cluster transport to be a mapping which moves
each point x by constant vector which is specific to x’s
cluster. More formally, we define a labeling function
σ(x; M ) ≜ arg min j ∥mj − x∥2 , which returns the
index of the column in M (i.e., the label of the cluster)
(k)
which
x is closest to. With this, we define Ωcluster =

d×k
d×k
T : T (x) = x + δσ(x;M ) , M ∈ R
,∆ ∈ R
,
where δj is the j th column of ∆. For another set of
interpretable mappings (k-sparse transport) and methods
for solving for these mappings in practice, please see
section Appendix C.
In order to find interpretable transport mappings for
high dimensional spaces like images, we can project Psrc
and Ptgt onto an interpretable latent space (e.g., a space
which has disentangled and semantically meaningful dimensions) which is learned by some (pseudo-)invertible
function g : Rd → Rk where k < d (e.g., an autoencoder). Then we can solve for an interpretable mapping such that it aligns the distributions in the latent space,
PT (g(x)) ≈ Pg(y) . For counterfactual purposes, we can use
g −1 to project T (g(x)) back to Rd in order to display the

  \label {eq:high-dimensional-interpretable-transport} \argmin _{\tilde {T} \in \kIntSet } \E _{\sourceD } \left [ c\left ( g(\xvec ), \tilde {T}\left ( g(\xvec ) \right ) \right ) \right ] + \lambda \phi (P_{\tilde {T}(g(\xvec ))}, P_{g(\yvec )}) 

2.2. Counterfactuals via Unpaired Image-to-image
Translation
In some cases, a shift cannot be expressed by an interpretable mapping function because an interpretable latent space is not known. Thus, we can remove the interpretability constraint, and leverage methods from the unpaired Image-to-Image translation (I2I) literature to translate between the source and target domain while preserving the content. For a comprehensive summary of the
recent I2I works and methods, please see [14]. Once
a mapping is found, to serve as an explanation, we can
provide an operator with a set of counterfactual pairs
{(x, T (x)) : x ∼ Psrc , T (x) ∼ Ptgt }. Then, by determining what commonly stays invariant and what commonly
changes across the set of counterfactual pairs, this can serve
as an explanation of how the source distribution shifted to
the target distribution. While more broadly applicable, this
approach could put a higher load on the operator than the
interpretable mapping approach.

3. Experiments
In this section we provide preliminary results showing the advantages and shortcomings of explaining shifts
via interpretable transportation maps and via counterfactual pairs. We begin with explaining a shifted Color
MNIST dataset via cluster-based transportation maps using
a semi-supervised VAE [18]. Next, we use StarGAN [4]
to generate counterfactual examples to explain the shift in
histopathology images across five hospitals as seen in the
Stanford Wilds [9] variant of the Camelyon17 dataset [2]. 1
1 Code
to recreate all experiments can be found
https://github.com/inouye-lab/towards-explaining-image-distributionshifts.
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3.1. Explaining a Colorized-MNIST shift via Highdimensional Interpretable Transport
This experiment consists of using k-cluster maps to explain a shift in a colorized-version of MNIST, where the
source environment has more yellow digits with a light gray
background while the target environment consists of more
red digits and/or darker gray backgrounds. The data is
created by randomly red/yellow colorizing the foreground
and grayscale coloring the background of 60,000 grayscale
MNIST digits [6]. The source distribution Psrc is set to be
be any images where colorized digits that had over 40% of
the green channel visible (thus yielding a yellow color) and
a background at least 40% white, and the target environment
Ptgt is all other images. Informally, this split can be thought
of as three heterogeneous sub-shifts: a shift which is only
reddens the foreground digit, a second shift which only a
darkens the background, and a third shift which both reddens the digit reddening and darkens the background. The
environments can be seen in Figure 3 in the Appendix.
We follow the framework presented in Equation 2, where
g is a semi-supervised VAE [18] with a latent dimension of
50. The SSVAE was trained for 200 epochs on a concatenation of both Psrc and Ptgt with 80% of the labels available
per environment, and a batch size of 128 and otherwise followed the training details in [18]. To explain the shift, we
use Algorithm 1 in the appendix to learn k = 3 cluster maps
because there are 3 subshifts.
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Figure 1. The baseline of unpaired source and target samples (left)
is unable to distinguish between the three subshifts. Our clusterbased transport (right) separates the shift into 3 subshifts: C (1)
clearly reddens the digit color but maintains the background color,
C (2) clearly darkens the background color but maintains the digit
color, and C (3) changes both the digit color and background color.

While the cluster map is inherently simple because each
map merely translates points by a constant vector, the latent
features are not disentangled into semantically meaningful
features. Thus, to represent the cluster map, we merely
show input and output pairs for each cluster map. The goal
is for the operator to discern the meaning of each cluster’s
shift by finding the invariances for each cluster. The cluster
based explanations can be seen in Figure 1. Our preliminary

results demonstrate that k-cluster transport can explain this
heterogeneous shift by separating at least two distinct shifts
in the data. However, we acknowledge that this is a relatively simple example and expect more work will be needed
to improve this idea for real-world image shifts.

3.2. Explaining Shifts in H&E Images Across Hospitals via Counterfactual Examples
This experiment explores the alternative for explaining
image-based distribution shifts by supplying an operator
with a set of translated images (i.e., a set of images from
the source distribution which have been altered to look
like they belong to the target distribution), with the notion that the operator would resolve which semantic features are distribution-specific. We apply this approach the
Camelyon17 dataset [2] which is a real-world distribution
shift dataset that consists of whole-slide histopathology images from five different hospitals. We use the Stanford
WILDS [9] variant of the dataset which converts the wholeslide images into over 400 thousand patches. Since each
hospital has varying hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining
characteristics, this, among other batch effects, leads to heterogeneous image distributions across hospitals as can be
seen in Figure 2.
To generate the counterfactual examples, we treat each
hospital as a domain and train a StarGAN model [4] to
translate between each domain. For training, we followed
the original training approach seen in [4], with the exception that we perform no center cropping. After training, we
can generate image counterfactual examples via inputting a
source image and the label of the target hospital domain to
the model.
Counterfactual generation was done for all five hospitals
and can be seen in the right-hand side of Figure 2. It can be
seen that the StarGAN model captures the different staining
characteristics across the hospitals. For example, hospital 1
(P1 ) consists of mostly light staining and thus transporting
to this domain usually involves a lightening of image while
P3 seems to have more hematoxylin stain thus leading to
deeper purple images when pushing onto this domain. We
can also see that the model tends to respect the content of
the image where patches which contain tumor cells (e.g., the
P5 sample on the right-hand side) still contain tumor cells in
the counterfactual cases and likewise for lymphocyte cells
(e.g., the P4 sample on right-hand side).

4. Open Questions for Explaining Image-based
Distribution Shifts
In this section, we introduce a series of open questions
which we hope will help move towards developing the
foundations for explaining image-based distribution shifts
including defining exemplar tasks, metrics, datasets, and
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Figure 2. The baseline method of unpaired samples (left) which requires many samples to begin to understand the differences across
the hospitals domains (represented as P1 , P2 , . . . ). Our explanation approach (right) of showing paired counterfactual images
translated between the hospital domains (where the (i, j) row, column pair represents the pushforward of the ith domain onto the jth
domain) quickly makes it clear how the staining/coloring differs
across the hospital domains.

baseline methods. We begin with introducing tasks where
an operator would need to understand a distribution shift
and give criteria for finding exemplar datasets which can
serve as benchmarks for the tasks. Then we discuss possible other approaches for explaining distribution shift and
close with suggesting criteria for evaluating and comparing
such methods.
We (non-exhaustively) envision several possible tasks:
Knowledge discovery - This would entail helping an operator extract knowledge by characterizing the differences
between distributions (e.g., finding important differences in
nanostructure imaging with different experimental conditions), and would focus on complex distribution shifts that
would not be easy to understand using conventional visualization or dataset inspection tools. Post-hoc explanations
of model failure due to shifts - This would involve finding
the qualitative differences between the training environment
and this new testing environment that caused the model to
fail. It would help an operator answer the question: Can we
determine how to alleviate this problem? Should we collect
more labeled data, adjust the instrument, or robustify the
model? Detecting adversarial shifts This would help an
operator determine if the distributional changes are due to
benign effects or due to an adversary (i.e., an enemy compromises a surveillance camera). Due to the highly contextdependent nature of distribution shift, it would be beneficial
to have exemplar datasets on which to train and evaluate
methods for each of these tasks. Ideally, these distribution
shift examples would be complex distribution shifts—not
something that can be easily explained by a simple plot or
by looking at the difference in mean statistics—, have real-

world use cases where understanding the distribution shift
is important, and has some form of known oracle explanation(s) that could be used to validate a predicted explanation
against.
In this paper we introduced a novel way for explaining
image-based distribution shifts via interpretable transport
maps; however, there are other ways characterize and explain an image-based distribution shift. For example, we
also discuss and show how image translation works can be
used to explain distribution shift via providing an operator with sets of counterfactual pairs. However, we are not
sure if the current work in I2I can directly be applied to explain distribution shifts. For example, the problem of styletransfer focuses on transferring the “style” of an image to
between two domains while keeping the “content” constant,
but what is considered “content” likely needs to be specified
by an operator for their specific context in order to be directly actionable (e.g., ensuring road features are considered
constant when analyzing human-driving data). Another approach would be to find a causal model of the semantic content between the two distributions, and characterizing the
causal differences between them (e.g., the approach of [3]
applied to images). In addition to finding methods for explaining image-based distribution shifts, we need ways to
evaluate and compare methods. For transport maps, we suggest that a natural metric is to determine how well the transported source distribution aligns with the target distribution
via distributional divergences such as Wasserstein distance
or KL divergence. However, the interpretability or actionability of a shift explanation is more challenging to define.
A proxy method for evaluating this would likely be task specific (but ideally not dataset specific) and should not require
expensive human evaluation. For mapping-based methods,
the measurement of interpretability could be a function of
the complexity of the mapping, however, how to systematically measure the interpretability of counterfactual approaches is currently unclear.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced a novel framework for explaining image-based distribution shift using transport maps
T between a source and target distribution. If a semantically
meaningful latent space is known, we can constrain T to be
relatively simple. If a meaningful latent space is unavailable, we show how prior image-to-image translation work
can explain such shifts via sets of counterfactual examples.
We demonstrate both approaches on two distribution shift
examples. We then initialized a discussion which hopefully
will lead to a better foundation of explaining image distribution shifts. We ultimately hope this work lays the groundwork explaining and thus understanding image distribution
shifts.
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